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PHONE ADAPTIVE TRAINING FOR SPEAKER DIARIZATION Simon Bozonnet, Ravichander Vipperla and Nicholas Evans EURECOM, Sophia Antipolis, France {bozonnet,vipperla,evans}@eurecom.fr



To reduce its impact: we propose a new approach referred to as: Phone Adaptive Training (PAT). It is analogous to speaker adaptive training (SAT) used in ASR. • Oracle experiments show 33% relative improvement in the diarization error rate • Practical experiments show significant improvements.
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PAT ESTIMATION PROCEDURE



Diarization = “Who spoke and when?” • Identify the speakers within an audio stream • Unsupervised process Problem: Linguistic content is a signiﬁcant source of unwanted variation [1, 2] : • converge towards artifacts not related to different speakers; • non-optimal speaker inventory; • degraded diarization performance when errors are related to speakers with signiﬁcant ﬂoor time. State-of-the-art: [3] and [4] takes into consideration the linguistic information in the diarization system but: use of lexical information only within a single system component (e.g. for cluster fusion, or SAD) New approach to linguistic normalisation: Phone Adaptive Training (PAT): • reduces inﬂuence of linguistic variation in every diarization processing stage; • utilizes output of a speech transcription system to suppress linguistic variation at the feature level while retaining variation related to different speakers.



1. Train phone independent acoustic model for each speaker. 2. Estimate phone specific CMLLR adaptation transform W to maximize the likelihood:



PAT joinly estimates: • set of speaker models • set of phone specific transforms:



ORACLE EXPERIMENTS PAT requires: • a speech transcription • a speaker transcription ground-truth transcriptions to assess the potential of PAT under ideal conditions. Datasets: • 3 NIST RT meeting datasets: - Development set: 9 shows from RT`05, `06 - 2 separate evaluation sets: RT`07, RT`09 Experimental setup:



Where



SEGMENTATION & CLUSTERING



PAT Energy + 20 unnormalised LFCCs



global process repeated 20 times Energy + Regression Tree 25 cl. 20 phone



RESEGMENTATION



Diarization System in [7]



Speaker and phone discrimination: (Figure.2) Discrimination measured using the ratio of inter to intra class variance where classes = speakers / phones:



for phone p



where = ensemble of observations attributed to speaker i, o a single sample feature, mean value for speaker i or j



Advantage of CMLLR viewed as a normalisation of the feature space:
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Figure 1. DER for baseline, oracle and practical setups for the development set and the NIST RT‘07 and RT‘09 evaluation datasets. SDM conditions, without the scoring of overlapping speech.
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standard GMM CMLLR [6]



Transformation Matrix Bias



SPEECH ACTIVITY DETECTION (SAD)



normalised LFCCs



To maximise the likelihood:



Speaker models Phone specific information



Setup: • ground-truth speaker transcription replaced with speaker segmentations produced automatically using a segmental EM algorithm [8] • top-down baseline diarization system in [7] • use reference phone transcriptions Datasets: • 3 NIST RT meeting datasets: - Development set: 9 shows from RT`05, `06 - 2 separate evaluation sets: RT`07, RT`09 Performance & Stability: (Figure.1) • Considering results without overlapping speech: relative improvement of 23% (dev.), 7% (RT`07), 5% (RT`09) • Consistent improvement • Still some potential for improvement compared to Oracle results



3. For each phone, normalize the feature vectors with the transform from step 2. 4. Retrain acoustic speaker models on normalized features 5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 until the likelihood converges.



PHONE ADAPTIVE TRAINING ( PAT ) Assume a database with S speakers and P phones and a set of observations O



PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS



Speaker Discrimination (Fisher Score)



Figure 2. Speaker and phone discrimination as a function of the number of iterations of phone adaptive training (PAT).



CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK



• A new phone adaptive training (PAT) approach to suppress phonetic variation • A new phone-normalized, more speakerdiscriminative feature space • Oracle speaker diarization experiments: potential for significant improvements in diarization performance. • Practical experiments with an automatically derived segmentation: signiﬁcant improvements across 2 standard independent evaluation datasets • No other modiﬁcations to our baseline speaker diarization system • Future work: ASR system instead of the groundtruth transcription



Fisher Score Speaker Discrimination



linguistic content = unwanted variation which degrades speaker diarization performance.



INTRODUCTION



Fisher Score Phone Discrimination
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